
Internal Controls - why?

Understand IC to ensure that they:
Record substance not form 

Prevent fraud & error

The 5 components of Internal Control
Control Activities
Risk Assessment

Information Systems
Monitoring of Controls

Strong Control Environment



Application Controls

are built in the system (eg. the a/c system will not let you 
to insert the debit without credit side when posting the 

transaction

General Controls

are general procedures about IT (eg. passwords)

Communication on Internal Controls

We must report ‘Significant’ deficiencies. 

What is significant?
1) If it is high amount 

2) If it is a large No. of transactions
3) If it is caused by fraud

4) If future misstatement is possible
5) If it is susceptible assets to fraud (eg. cash)



How Auditors Record Systems

Organisational Charts 
 
 
Notes made by the auditor 
 
 
Internal Control Questionnaire (ICQ) 
 
 
Internal Control Evaluation Questionnaire (ICE) 
 
 
Flowcharts - can male complex systems easier 
to follow



The Sales system

Objective to ensure all valid sales recorded accurately 
and cash received promptly



Tests of Control - Sales Cycle

These include:

Review new customers’ files for references, credit 
checks, authorisation by senior staff 

Ensure credit limits for customers are not exceeded by 
trying to post a sale which is beyond the credit limit 

Match GDN with sales invoices checking prices, 
quantities, arithmetical accuracy, VAT and postings 

Verify credit notes with correspondence, original 
invoices, amounts and authorisation 

Check numerical sequence of invoices, credit notes, 
GDN’s and sales orders – enquire into missing numbers 

Review sales ledger reconciliations 

Agree sample of accounts in sales ledger re-performing 
additions and balances carried down 

Inspect correspondence on overdue accounts 

Review process for dispatch of statements and ensure 
regularly sent 

Ensure bad debt write offs are authorised by managers



The Purchases system  

The control objectives for the purchases cycle are. 

As follows: 

Purchases made only when needed. 

Purchased at a reasonable price. 

The goods have satisfactory quality. 

The goods delivered match those ordered. 

Purchases are recorded accurately. 

Payments are valid and paid for in a reasonable 
timescale.
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The Payroll system

The control objectives for the payroll cycle are as follows: 

Only work done is paid for 

Pay is accurately calculated 

Pay is correctly made 

Pay is authorised 

Deductions are correctly calculated and paid



Tests of Control - Payroll Cycle

These will potentially include: 

A sample of wages and salaries should be re-performed 

The calculation will agree with authorised pay rates and 
time sheets 

Test sample of time sheets for authorisation (esp. 
overtime) 

Attend a cash pay out looking for two people present & 
one wage per person 

Review wages reconciliation and ensure done regularly 

Ensure changes to payroll are authorised 

Check reasonableness of payroll deductions and ensure 
authorised 

Test controls over unclaimed wages 



The control objectives for inventory are
as follows:

Inventory movements are recorded and authorised 

Only items belonging to the client are included in 
inventory 

Inventory records are accurate 

Cut-off procedures are correct 

Inventory is valued correctly 

Inventory levels are neither too low nor too high 

Liabilities are recorded accurately 

Allowance is made for slow moving and obsolete 
inventory



 Tests of Control - Inventory

These may include: 

Ensuring environment suitably secure and safe 

For a sample of inventory records and agree to GRN or 
GDN 

Confirm that all movements are authorised 

For a sample of GRN and GDN’s agree to inventory 
records 

Test check inventory count and investigate discrepancies 

Review sequentially numbered GRN and GDN for 
completeness 

Attend inventory count to ensure it is carried out correctly




